Introduction {#S0001}
============

Waldenström's macroglobulinemia (WM) constitutes a rare lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, which is primarily characterized by bone marrow invasion by a population of monoclonal, small lymphocytes showing evidence of plasmacytoid differentiation along with the presence of IgM monoclonal gammopathy. The infiltration pattern is predominantly intertrabecular.[@CIT0001]

WM diagnosis is not always indicative of the need for immediate therapy. Criteria for therapy initiation include the presence of symptoms related to bone marrow infiltration, such as anemia and constitutional symptoms, which are by far the most common reasons to initiate treatment. Furthermore, several patients present with symptoms related to monoclonal IgM, such as hyperviscosity and peripheral neuropathy. Cold agglutinin disease, cryoglobulinemia, bulky disease and organomegaly are less common indications for therapy initiation in WM.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002]

Currently, there is no standard of care for WM, but the anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody rituximab alone or in combination is commonly used both in the US and Europe.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003] Rituximab monotherapy is mostly considered in frail patients or those with immunologic complications related to the monoclonal paraprotein, such as neuropathy. Monotherapy should be avoided in patients presenting with high baseline IgM levels, due to the possibility of symptomatic hyperviscosity following the rituximab-related IgM flare. Rituximab-based chemoimmunotherapy regimens including rituximab-cyclophosphamide-dexamethasone, rituximab-bendamustine or rituximab-bortezomib (a proteasome inhibitor)-dexamethasone have a tolerable toxicity profile and provide durable responses; thus, they constitute a good therapeutic option for most patients.[@CIT0002] However, during the course of the disease, the malignant cell population will inevitably become refractory to rituximab, leading to an imperative need for new therapeutic choices.[@CIT0004] Furthermore, the need for novel treatment approaches is indicated by the fact that a greater proportion of WM patients has been reported to present with rituximab intolerance compared with other B-cell malignancies.[@CIT0005] Ibrutinib, a Bruton's tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitor, is a novel therapeutic option approved for the treatment of WM by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on January 2015.[@CIT0006] The aim of this review is to provide an overview of the current role of ibrutinib in WM treatment algorithm and critically discuss challenging issues with profound implications in the clinical practice.

Ibrutinib mechanism of action and indications {#S0002}
=============================================

Ibrutinib is a small molecule that acts through BTK inhibition. More specifically, the target of ibrutinib and its active metabolite PCI-45227 is a cysteine residue located on site 481 within the ATP binding domain of BTK. Both molecules bind covalently and irreversibly to this residue providing potent and sustained inhibition of the BTK enzymatic activity.[@CIT0007]

B-cell receptor (BCR) signaling, antigen-dependent or independent, plays a crucial role in B-cell malignancies.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] BTK is a member of the non-receptor tyrosine kinases that are found early in the molecular cascade following BCR activation.[@CIT0010] The B-cell linker protein (BLNK) binds BTK and phospholipase C gamma 2 (PLCγ-2) resulting in hydrolysis of membrane PIP2 and production of IP3 leading to calcium release by the endoplasmic reticulum.[@CIT0011] The increased intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration leads to the activation of PKCβ which in turn activates the transcriptional factors NF-κΒ and NFAT that promote B-cell survival and differentiation.[@CIT0012] Ibrutinib blocks the aforementioned signaling pathways by inhibiting BTK.[@CIT0007]

Ibrutinib is currently approved by the FDA for the treatment of mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) after at least one prior line of therapy, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) or small lymphocytic leukemia with or without 17p deletion, marginal zone lymphomaafter at least one prior anti-CD20 therapy, chronic graft versus host disease after failure of one or more lines of systemic therapy and for symptomatic WM regardless of line of therapy.[@CIT0013]

Molecular background and predictive factors in WM {#S0003}
=================================================

In 2012, Treon et al performed whole genome sequencing of CD19+ bone marrow cells from WM patients in an attempt to clarify the mutational background of the disease. The most common somatic mutation identified in 91% of the patients with lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma was MYD88 L265P.[@CIT0014] MYD88 is part of the signaling cascade following toll-like receptor and interleukin-1 receptor activation.[@CIT0015] After stimulation of the abovementioned receptors, MYD88 binds as a homodimer to the activated receptor complex. The homodimer recruits interleukin-1 receptors-associated kinase (IRAK4) and triggers its autophosphorylation. Phosphorylated IRAK4 activates IRAK1 and IRAK2.[@CIT0016] IRAK1 activates tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated factor 6, which leads to IκBα and NF-κΒ activation. The importance of these findings lies to the fact that the growth and survival of the malignant clone in WM is strongly dependent on NF-κB signaling.[@CIT0017]

In WM, BTK forms a complex with the mutated MYD88 and, thus, it is constantly activated.[@CIT0018] In contrast, this has not been observed in wild-type MYD88 WM cells.[@CIT0019] A recent study showed that the NF-κB pathway mutations mainly observed in MYD88 wild-type patients are downstream to BTK. This provides a possible explanation for the resistance of those patients to ibrutinib.[@CIT0020] All the above provide a strong rationale for BTK inhibition as therapeutic target in patients with MYD88 mutated WM.

Furthermore, an increased expression of hematopoietic cell kinase (HCK) has been identified in MYD88 L265P mutated WM cells. HCK is a member of the SRC family of protein tyrosine kinases and triggers pro-survival signaling including BTK. Interestingly, HCK has been also found to be a highly relevant target molecule of ibrutinib.[@CIT0021]

The second most common class of somatic mutations in WM are those in the CXCR4 gene, which are observed in 30% of WM patients.[@CIT0022] These somatic mutations are identified in the C terminus of CXCR4 in WM cells and are similar to those found in the germline of patients with WHIM (warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, infections, and myelokathexis) syndrome, a congenital immunodeficiency disorder.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024] Roccaro et al have shown that 28.2% of WM patients present with the C1013G/CXCR4 mutation, which acts as an activating mutation and an inducer of drug resistance to mTOR, PI3K, and BTK inhibitors. Interestingly, the use of an anti-CXCR4 monoclonal antibody led to tumor reduction independently of the mutational status.[@CIT0025] Furthermore, Xu et al developed highly sensitive allele-specific polymerase chain reaction assays in order to detect the most common CXCR4^WHIM^ mutations in WM; their approach revealed more mutations compared with Sanger sequencing. They also demonstrated that CXCR4 mutations are more common in WM than previously thought. Interestingly, CXCR4 mutations are mainly subclonal following MYD88 mutation. Different CXCR4 mutations may be found in the same patient suggesting an underlying genomic instability.[@CIT0026] Two categories of CXCR4 mutations affecting the C terminus have been mainly described in WM patients; the nonsense CXCR4^WHIM/NS^ mutations that shorten the distal region of CXCR4 by 15--20 amino acids and the frameshift mutations CXCR4^WHIM/FS^ that include a region of approximately 40 amino-acids in the C-terminal site. Both mutations are encountered in approximately the same relative frequency among WM patients with somatic mutations of the CXCR4.[@CIT0027] The mutations in the C-terminal domain of the CXCR4 receptor lead to a permanently activated state by blocking the internalization of the receptor that normally occurs after SDF-1α stimulation.[@CIT0028] CXCR4 activation promotes AKT kinase and extracellular-regulated kinase (ERK) function, which may be associated with resistance to ibrutinib therapy.[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030]

The molecular basis of acquired resistance to ibrutinib {#S0004}
=======================================================

Disease progression can occur while on active ibrutinib therapy; however, the underlying mechanisms are rather unclear. Ibrutinib resistance is associated with poor prognosis.[@CIT0031] Therefore, understanding the biological background and determining novel therapeutic molecules that may result in remission among ibrutinib resistant patients represent an active area of investigation.

Ibrutinib binds to the Cysteine 481 residue of BTK. BTK^Cys481^ mutations were identified in MYD88 mutated WM cells derived from patients progressing while on ibrutinib therapy. It is interesting that these mutations are mainly subclonal and demonstrate a variable clonal distribution. When compared with baseline tumor cells from the same patients, those mutations were absent indicating that they evolved de novo during the course of ibrutinib therapy.[@CIT0032] Another study showed that ibrutinib resistance as a result of BTK^Cys481^ mutation is mediated through sustained ERK1/2 activation. ERK1/2 activation may also provide protection from BTK inhibition through a paracrine mechanism to BTK wild-type WM cells.[@CIT0020] Those findings suggest ERK1/2 inhibitors as possible therapeutic molecules to overcome ibrutinib resistance.

The development of ibrutinib-resistant WM cell lines that lack BTK^Cys481^ mutation or CXC4^WHIM-like^ mutations has been also reported, which means that those patients exhibit BTK-signaling independent survival. AKT and Bcl-2 associated pathways may play a role in inducing survival of ibrutinib-resistant WM cells.[@CIT0033]

Overview of clinical data {#S0005}
=========================

Ibrutinib was initially tested for its safety in a Phase I study including patients with relapsed or refractory B-cell malignancies. Four of 56 patients had been diagnosed with WM ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). The enrolled patients received escalating doses of oral ibrutinib. The maximum tolerated dose was not reached and full occupancy of the BTK active site occurred at 2.5 mg/kg. Dose escalation continued until 3 dose levels above full BTK occupancy (12.5 mg/kg). The drug was well tolerated without dose-limiting events. The most common adverse eventswere grade 1 or 2. Objective response rate was 60%. Three of four WM patients responded to ibrutinib.[@CIT0034]Table 1Overview of clinical studies evaluating ibrutinib-based regimens among patients with WMStudyPhaseNumber of patientsDesignORRMajor RRPFSOSToxicitiesAdvani (2013)I4ProspectiveRelapsed/refractory patients received PO ibrutinib3 of 4 patients achieved a responseNot reportedNot reportedNot reportedGrades 3--4: neutropenia 12.5%, thrombocytopenia 7.2%, anemia 7.1%Treon (2015)II63ProspectivePreviously treated patients received PO ibrutinib90.5%73%2-year PFS rate: 69.1%2-year OS rate: 95.2%Grades 2--4: neutropenia 22%, thrombocytopenia 14%, anemia 6%, AF 5%, pneumonia 8%, hemorrhage 2%Dimopoulos (2016)III31Open-labelRituximab-refractory patients received per os (PO) ibrutinib90%71%18-month PFS rate: 86%18-month OS rate: 97%Grade 3 or worse: neutropenia 13%, thrombocytopenia 6%, anemia 6%, hypertension 10%, infections 16%Dimopoulos (2018)III150Randomized-controlled trial1:1 randomized to receive rituximab+ibrutinib OR rituximab+placeboSignificantly higher in the ibrutinib arm compared to the placebo arm (92% vs 47%)Significantly higher in the ibrutinib arm compared to the placebo arm (72% vs 32%)30-month PFS rate: 82% (ibrutinib--rituximab) vs 28% (placebo--rituximab)30-month OS rate: 94% (ibrutinib--rituximab) vs 92% (placebo--rituximab)Grade 3 or 4 in the ibrutinib vs placebo arm: hypertension 13% vs 4%, AF 12% vs 1%, anemia 11% vs 17%, neutropenia9 % vs 3%, pneumonia 9% vs 3%, IRR 1% vs 16%Treon (2018)230ProspectiveUntreated patients received PO ibrutinibThe effect of CXCR4 status on outcome was investigated47% carried CXCR4 mutation100% for all patients83% for all patients/94% in WT CXCR4/71% in CXCR4 mutated18-month PFS rate: 92%18-month OS rate: 100%Grades 2--3 (No grade 4 toxicities): hypertension 13%, AF 10%, neutropenia 7%, upper respiratory tract infection 7%, urinary tract infection 7%[^2]

Efficacy of ibrutinib in symptomatic WM patients that have received at least one prior therapy was tested in a landmark Phase II study conducted by Treon et al ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"})[@CIT0035] Sixty-three patients were enrolled in the study and received ibrutinib orally at a daily dose of 420 mg until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. The primary objective of the study was to determine the overall response rate (ORR), which includes minor response, partial response, very good partial response and complete response and the rate of major response (partial response or greater). Progression-free survival (PFS) and safety were the secondary endpoints. Results showed an ORR of 90.5% (95% CI 80.4--96.4) and a major response rate of 70.3% (95% CI 60.3--83.4). The median time to at least minor response was 4 weeks. At the time of best response, the median serum IgM decreased from 3520to 880 mg/dL, the median hemoglobin increased from 10.5 to 13.8 g/dL, and the median bone marrow infiltration decreased from 60% to 25%. Response rates were estimated among the three genomic groups of WM: MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WT^, MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WHIM^, and MYD88^WT^CXCR4^WT^. Both overall and major response rates were highest in MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WT^, 100% and 91.2%, respectively. The lowest response rates (71.4% and 28.6%) were observed among patients with the MYD88^WT^CXCR4^WT^ genotype. MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WHIM^ patients achieved an ORR of 85.7% and a major response rate of 61.9%. The estimated 2-year overall survival rate was 95.2% and the estimated 2-year PFS rate was 69.1%. Toxic effects related to the investigational product were moderate. Those findings supported the approval of ibrutinib by the FDA and European Medicines Agency (EMA) as the first ever approved drug for WM.

An update of the abovementioned study was presented at the 59th American Society of Hematology annual meeting. According to this update, response rates improved with prolonged treatment. ORR was 90.4% and major response rate was 77.7%. At best response, the median IgM levels reduced to 821 mg/dL, the median bone marrow infiltration declined to 20% ,and the median hemoglobin was 14.2 g/dL. With a median follow-up of 47.1 months, median PFS for all patients was not reached. Median PFS has also not been reached for MYD88^MUT^CXCR4^WT^ patients. For MYD88^MUT^CXCR4^MUT^ patients, the median PFS was 45 and 21 months for MYD88^WT^CXCR4^WT^ patients.[@CIT0036]

Ibrutinib has also been tested among rituximab-refractory WM patients. Currently, the reported outcomes are based on a substudy of the randomized Phase III trial iNNOVATE ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). The substudy was non-randomized and included a single group of rituximab-refractory patients that were treated with ibrutinib monotherapy (n=31).[@CIT0036] The study defined rituximab-refractory disease as the failure to achieve at least a minor response after the last rituximab-containing therapy or as disease progression \<12 months after the last rituximab dose of the last rituximab-containing regimen. The primary and secondary objectives of the study were the ORR, PFS, overall survival, time to next therapy, hemoglobin level improvement, and patient recorded outcomes based on two validated questionnaires. Ninety percent of the patients achieved an overall response and 71% had a major response. It has to be highlighted that 61% of them were refractory or non-responsive to their last treatment. The median time to response was 1 month. At a median follow-up of 18.1 months, the 18-month PFS was 86% and overall survival 97%. Median hemoglobin levels rised to 12.7 g/dL at week 49 from 10.3 g/dL at baseline. MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WT^ patients had a similar response rate to MYD88^L265P^CXCR4^WHIM^ patients; however, the small patient number, the missing data and the fact that the applied technique was not the standard one, should be considered as important limitations during the interpretation of these results.

The primary results of the placebo-controlled, double-blind randomized trial iNNOVATE were published recently.[@CIT0037] One hundred and fifty newly diagnosed and relapsed-refractory patients were randomized with a 1:1 ratio to receive rituxima--ibrutinib or rituximab--placebo. Forty-five percent of the patients were previously untreated. The primary endpoint was PFS, while secondary endpoints included overall survival, response rates, hematologic improvement, and safety. The 30-month PFS rate was 82% for the ibrutinib--rituximab arm and median PFS was not reached, while PFS rate for the rituximab--placebo arm was 28% and median PFS was 20.3 months. As far as 30-month overall survival rate is concerned, the value was 94% for the ibrutinib arm and 92% for the placebo arm. ORR was significantly higher for the rituximab--ibrutinib arm compared to rituximab--placebo arm (92% vs 47%) and the same applies for major response rate (72% vs 32%). It is also important that the very good partial response (VGPR) rate was lower in CXCR4 mutated patients. Median IgM levels decreased more rapidly in the rituximab--ibrutinib arm suggesting the addition of ibrutinib to rituximab as a way to prevent rituximab-related IgM flare. Regarding the safety profile of the combination, adverse events were predictable, according to the established toxicity profile of each drug separately. Interestingly, PFS rates among different genotypes were similar.

In the 60th annual meeting of the American Society of Hematology, an abstract comparing ibrutinib--rituximab with real-world treatments for WM was also presented. In the absence of randomized controlled trials comparing ibrutinib with other treatment regimens currently used for WM, an adjusted comparison was conducted between patient data from the iNNOVATE trial and real-world data from the Lyon-Sud database in France. Ibrutinib--rituximab significantly improved both progression-free and overall survival compared to real-world physician's choice regimens both as upfront treatment or in the relapsed/refractory setting.[@CIT0038]

Recently, results from a prospective study of ibrutinib monotherapy in treatment-naïve patients have been published.[@CIT0039] A total of 30 patients received ibrutinib until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. All were MYD88 mutated and 47% were CXCR4 mutated. ORR for all patients was 100% and major response rate was 83%. CXCR4 wild-type patients demonstrated higher major response rate compared to CXCR4 mutated patients (94% vs 71%, respectively). The 18-month PFS rate was 92%. No grade 4 toxicities were described.

Updated follow-up data from the iNNOVATE study were presented in the 60th ASH annual meeting. Following a prolonged follow-up period of 36 months, the ORR (≥MR) were 95% in the rituximab--ibrutinib arm versus 48% in the rituximab--placebo arm, while the major response rates (≥PR) were 77% versus 33%, respectively. Major responses with rituximab--ibrutinib were shown regardless of the MYD88/CXCR4 genotype; however, the MYD88^L265P^/CXCR4^WT^ patients had the shortest time to major response. Regarding survival data, the median PFS was not reached in the rituximab--ibrutinib arm versus 20.3 months in the rituximab arm, whereas the estimated 30-month PFS rates were 79% versus 41%, respectively. In the rituximab--ibrutinib group, no differences in PFS were observed among different genotypes. The 30-month OS estimate was 93% in the rituximab--ibrutinib arm vs 90% in the rituximab--placebo arm. Regarding the non-randomized arm C including rituximab-refractory patients that received ibrutinib monotherapy, the 36-month PFS and OS rates were 61% and 84%, respectively. ORR in this arm was 90% and the major response rate was 77%.[@CIT0040]

Current role of ibrutinib in WM {#S0006}
===============================

Ibrutinib is approved by the EMA for the treatment of WM patients who are not candidates for chemoimmunotherapy and by the FDA for all adult patients with WM. The eighth International Workshop on WM panel suggested that MYD88 mutational status should be tested before initiation of treatment with ibrutinib. MYD88 and CXCR4 status impact should be further tested in clinical trials and currently is not universally applied for tailoring treatment options.[@CIT0002]

Dosing {#S0006-S2001}
------

Ibrutinib is administered orally at a daily dose of 420 mg. Continuous daily dosing is indicated. The drug is administered until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. Ibrutinib is metabolized in the liver by CYP3A. Dose modifications should be considered when ibrutinib is administered on patients with hepatic impairment or receiving concomitant drugs that act as strong CYP3A inhibitors or inducers.[@CIT0041]

Adverse events {#S0006-S2002}
--------------

Ibrutinib is generally well tolerated. As a first-generation BTK inhibitor, it is non-selective and its off-target effects are responsible for most of the adverse events. The commonest side effects include gastrointestinal disorders, fatigue, rash, dyspnea, and upper respiratory tract infections.[@CIT0042]

One of the most important side effects of ibrutinib is the increased risk of bleeding. According to a systematic review and pooled analysis of four randomized controlled trials, ibrutinib therapy was associated with a statistically significant higher incidence of all grade bleeding (RR: 2.93, 95% CI: 1.14--7.52). However, no statistically significant difference in the risk of major bleeding was observed.[@CIT0043] Ibrutinib is also associated with unstable thrombus formation in vitro. Ibrutinib does not ablate adhesion to collagen, but inhibits integrin α~IIb~β~3~ inside-out signaling.[@CIT0044] According to the treatment guidelines from the Eighth International Workshop on WM, testing for von Willebrand activity should be considered in patients with a history of bleeding diathesis before initiation of ibrutinib therapy. Ibrutinib should be held for 3--7 days before and after surgery, depending on the type of the intervention.[@CIT0002]

Atrial fibrillation (AF) emerged as a side effect of ibrutinib therapy in the clinical trials setting.[@CIT0045] A systematic review and pooled analysis of four randomised controlled trial (RCT)s in CLL demonstrated a significantly higher risk of AF among patients receiving ibrutinib.[@CIT0043] The underlying mechanism remains to be elucidated. The inhibition of PI3K-Akt cardioprotective pathway by ibrutinib is a possible hypothesis for the explanation of the underlying mechanism of AF in ibrutinib receiving patients.[@CIT0046] However, more data are needed in order to further elucidate the underlying pathogenesis. Thromboprophylaxis with novel anticoagulants is recommended.[@CIT0045] Discontinuation of ibrutinib due to AF is avoided with prompt cardiologic consultation and dose modifications in almost all patients.[@CIT0047]

Dose modifications {#S0006-S2003}
------------------

Ibrutinib treatment should be interrupted in the case of grade 4 hematologic toxicity, grade 3 or greater febrile neutropenia and grade 3 or greater non-hematologic toxicities. Resolution of toxicity or improvement to at least grade 1 is needed in order to resume ibrutinib in the daily dose of 420 mg. In the case of toxicity recurrence, ibrutinib should be withheld and reinitiated at a reduced dose level. This applies for up to two recurrences. Further recurrences indicate the need for treatment discontinuation.[@CIT0013]

Special considerations {#S0006-S2004}
----------------------

Taking into consideration all the above, ibrutinib therapy may be interrupted to manage toxicities or to prevent bleeding preoperatively. Twenty percent of WM patients develop withdrawal symptoms upon treatment interruption. Symptoms usually arise within 2 days and immediately resolve after reinitiation of ibrutinib.[@CIT0048] The underlying mechanism is only partially understood. Ibrutinib induces suppression of inflammatory cytokines and exhibits a downregulatory effect on macrophages and T-cells.[@CIT0049]--[@CIT0051] It is possible that re-activation of malignant cells and tumor microenvironment following ibrutinib hold promotes a state similar to cytokine release syndrome that could be responsible for the withdrawal symptoms observed.[@CIT0048]

Furthermore, an IgM rebound is observed in most patients after ibrutinib discontinuation. In a study by Gustine et al, 73% of the patients discontinuing ibrutinib had an IgM rebound.[@CIT0052] The incidence of IgM rebound was 48% at 4 weeks and 79% at 8 weeks. Sixteen percent of those patients developed symptomatic hyperviscosity requiring plasmapheresis. These findings indicate that close monitoring of IgM levels should follow ibrutinib discontinuation, whereas the discrimination between IgM flare and disease progression may be challenging.

The relationship between ibrutinib dose intensity (DI) and patient outcomes was examined recently in a retrospective study.[@CIT0053] Overall DI is the proportion of administered versus planned ibrutinib doses from the beginning of ibrutinib therapy until the last dose administered. Mean overall DI lower than 97% was related to shorter PFS and threefold higher risk of progression compared with mean overall DI \>97%. Moreover, a 4 times higher risk of progression was associated with interruption of ibrutinib for more than 7 days at any time during the treatment course. Transient increases in serum IgM and even disease progression can be observed during temporary holds of ibrutinib. However, response is usually restored when ibrutinib therapy is reinitiated.

As it has been aforementioned, treatment with ibrutinib continues until disease progression. Furthermore, the high cost of ibrutinib brings into the foreground the issue of cost-effectiveness that should be taken into consideration by the public health policies.

Furthermore, there are still unanswered questions regarding the role of ibrutinib in the therapeutic algorithm of WM. Although the iNNOVATE trial showed the superiority of ibrutinib--rituximab compared with rituximab, there are no data available regarding the comparison of ibrutinib--rituximab with ibrutinib. Further studies evaluating the efficacy of ibrutinib--rituximab compared to other established regimens for WM both in the upfront and in the relapsed/refractory setting should be also conducted. Last but not least, the potential strategy of interrupting ibrutinib administration and assuring persistence of disease response has to be determined in future studies.

Ongoing clinical trials {#S0007}
=======================

Novel combinations of ibrutinib with rituximab and bendamustine (NCT01479842), pevonedistat (NCT03479268), lenalidomide (NCT01955499), pembrolizumab (NCT02332980) (NCT02950220), daratumumab (NCT03679624), bortezomib and rituximab (NCT03620903), and ulocuplumab (NCT03225716) are under clinical development. Ongoing clinical trials of ibrutinib in WM are presented in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} (clinicaltrials.gov).Table 2Major ongoing trials of ibrutinib-based regimens in WMNCT numberPhaseDesignStatusNCT02604511IISingle-arm open-label study of ibrutinib in treatment-naïve patients with WM and its impact on tumor genomic evolutionActive, not recruitingNCT03225716I/IIOpen-label study of ibrutinib+ulocuplumab in CXCR4 mutated WM patientsRecruitingNCT03620903IISingle group, open-label study of first line bortezomib, rituximab and ibrutinib in treatment-naïve patientsNot yet recruitingNCT03053440IIIRandomized, open-label, 1:1 study of BGB-3111 versus ibrutinib in WMActive, not recruitingNCT03679624IINon-randomized open-label study of ibrutinib+daratumumab in WMNot yet recruitingNCT02950220I/IbOpen-label, single group study of ibrutinib+pembrolizumab in relapsed/refractory non-Hodgkin lymphomaActive, not recruitingNCT02332980IIOpen-label, single group study of pembrolizumab alone or with idelalisib or ibrutinib in relapsed/refractory patients with CLL or low-grade B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomasRecruitingNCT01955499IOpen-label, single group study of ibrutinib+lenalidomide in relapsed/refractory B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomaActive, not recruitingNCT03479268IOpen-label, single group study of pevonedistat+ibrutinib in relapsed/refractory CLL or non-Hodgkin lymphoma patientsRecruitingNCT01479842IOpen-label, single group,dose-escalation trial of rituximab, bendamustine and ibrutinib in patients with relapsed non-Hodgkin lymphomaActive, not recruiting[^3]

Novel BTK inhibitors {#S0008}
====================

Acquired resistance to ibrutinib and adverse events related to ibrutinib led to the development of more specific novel BTK inhibitors. Zanubrutinib (BGB-3111) is an oral next-generation BTK inhibitor with greater selectivity for BTK than ibrutinib. Zanubrutinib is a highly potent BTK inhibitor that binds to Cys 481 residue of BTK like ibrutinib. Zanubrutinib exhibits minimal inhibition of TEC and EGFR family off-target kinases, which is related to lower toxicity related to ibrutinib.[@CIT0054] A Phase I trial of zanubrutinib in WM included 42 patients; 9 of them were previously untreated and 33 had relapsed or refractory disease. Zanubrutinib exhibited satisfactory tolerability and activity in WM population. The best objective response rate for the whole trial population was 90% and the major response rate was 76%. Forty-three percent of the patients achieved a VGPR, which is higher than the reported VGPR rate of ibrutinib (27%). The 1-year PFS rate was 91.7%.[@CIT0055] A ﻿Phase III trial of zanubrutinib versus ibrutinib is currently ongoing in order to assess the safety and efficacy of zanubrutnib compared to ibrutinib (NCT03053440).[@CIT0054]

Acalabrutinib (ACP-196) is another novel BTK inhibitor. Acalabrutinib binds irreversibly to BTK and shows no activity against interleukin-2-inducible kinase (ITK) and EGFR.[@CIT0056] Acalabrutinib is in an advanced stage of clinical development for CLL and MCL, whereas its safety and efficacy in WM is currently under investigation in a Phase II trial with promising primary results including an ORR rate of 93% (NCT02180724).[@CIT0057]--[@CIT0059]

Vecabrutinib (SNS-062) is a noncovalent second-generation BTK inhibitor. The special characteristic of vecabrutinib lies in its binding ability to both to wild type and Cys481 mutated BTK.[@CIT0060] Vecabrutinib is currently being tested in patients with B-cell malignancies including both wild type and mutated BTK in a Phase Ib study (NCT03037645).

Conclusion {#S0009}
==========

Given the pivotal role of BTK activation in B-cell malignancies, ibrutinib is being established in the treatment of WM. Importantly, it is currently the only drug approved by FDA and EMA for the treatment of symptomatic WM, which is considered an orphan disease. The importance of ibrutinib in WM is highlighted by the fact that regulatory authorities provided approval for its use in the frontline setting based on the results from a clinical trial that had included only relapsed/refractory patients. Clinical data support its efficacy either as monotherapy or in combination with rituximab. Ibrutinib is a safe and efficacious alternative for patients who are not candidates for chemoimmunotherapy, due to frailty, comorbidities, unacceptable, toxicity or intolerance. Importantly, an individualized approach should be followed when choosing ibrutinib as a therapeutic option, given its distinct adverse event profile. MYD88 and CXCR4 mutations may have a predictive role for the response to ibrutinib. Further clinical investigation in the field is needed in order to determine the additive value of adding rituximab to ibrutinib compared with ibrutinib monotherapy. Additionally, there is a need for optimizing the therapeutic combinations in order to provide deep (high CR rates) and durable responses. Then, we could formulate a strategy for interrupting ibrutinib and reduce treatment costs without compromising disease response. The development of new molecules that may overcome resistance mechanisms to ibrutinib remains a challenge, as well. Currently, novel BTK inhibitors are under clinical development in an attempt to overcome resistance to ibrutinib and to achieve less off-target inhibition and an even more favorable toxicity profile.
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